Meeting place:
Instituto de Física Corpuscular (IFIC)
Parc Científic de la Universitat de València
C/ Catedrático José Beltrán, 2
E-46980 Paterna
GPS: W -0.4250 N 39.5151

How to reach IFIC (link)
From Manises Airport:
Take a taxi. Outside rush hours it can take 10-15 minutes and the fare can be around 15 euros.
Tell the driver to go to: “Institutos de investigación de Paterna, detrás de Canal Nou”. The
subway from the airport can take you to Valencia, to the central train station (“Estación del
Norte), to the high-speed train (AVE) station (“Estación Joaquín Sorolla”) and to downtown
Valencia in general (subway map). You can also reach IFIC through the metro but is much less
convenient than a taxi.

From the Train Station:
Both from the central train station (“Estación del Norte”) and from the high-speed train AVE
(“Estación Joaquín Sorolla”) the simplest way to reach IFIC is to take a taxi. Outside rush hours
it can take 15-20 minutes and the fare can be around 15-20 euros. Tell the driver to go to:
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“Institutos de investigación de Paterna, detrás de Canal Nou”. You can also take the subway. The
closest stops to the central station are Xàtiva, Plaza de España y Angel Guimerá. From “Estación
Joaquín Sorolla” you can take the namesake metro stop. Once in the yellow metro line change
to the tramway at “Empalme” and get off at stop “TVV”. The institute is three minutes away
walking in the same direction as the incoming tram.

Accommodation
In Burjassot you can find the hotels Trapemar and Trapemar Los Silos. They are simple
but comfortable. IFIC is within walking distance from these hotels and they are well
communicated by public transport to the city centre.
Hotels not very far away from IFIC, but that require public transport, are the Sorolla
Palace, that offers good fares for IFIC outside special dates (fairs and the like) and the
Expo Hotel.
Other recommended hotels in Valencia are the following:
 Hotel Venecia
 Hotel Astoria

The LOC has blocked a number of rooms for attendants at Hotel Venecia with a special
fare (63€/day, taxes included. Breakfast is not included, 7,90€/day).
That fare will be kept until 9th October, afterwards the standard fare will be charged.
In order to get one of those rooms you should send an e-mail to
reservas@hotelvenecia.com giving the following details:






Reference: “CONGRESO RIA SKA"
Dates (check in and check out)
Full name
Telephone number
Credit card number and expiration date

Cancellation policy: free of charge 3 days before the arrival date.
Reservations through other ways (Booking.com or similar) will not be accepted.
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Follow this link to get a detailed map

Conference dinner
9:15 TBA (to be announced)
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